
 

 
 

“13 Second Morning Mojo” 
(Encouraging, Positive, and Fun- in 30 words or less) 

 

True or False: Hippos secrete a substance that works as a natural sunscreen. (True. The oily secretion is red and 
can easily be mistaken for blood or sweat.) 
Classic Question: If someone were to pay you 10 cents for every kind word you ever spoke and collect 5 cents 
for every unkind word—would you be rich or poor? 
Quip: Bob Costas, putting perspective on how old pitcher Tommy John is “This guy is so old--the first time he had 
athletes foot, he used Absorbine Senior.” 
Another form of Congratulations: Commendable, Outstanding, Noteworthy, Glorious, Remarkable, 
Admirable, Terrific, Unbelievable, Laudable, Amazing, Tremendous, Impressive, Overwhelming, Nice, Superb 
Quote: “Many of life’s failures are people who didn’t realize--how close they were to success--when they gave up.” -

Thomas Edison- 

Random Act of Kindness(RAOK): Send a letter to a teacher you once had--letting them know about the huge 
difference they made in your life. 
Words of Wisdom(WOW): Don’t admire people for their wealth, but for the creative and ingenious ways they 
use it—to help others. 
(WOW #2):  Remember that the moment you say “I give up,” someone else with fresh eyes appears saying “My 
what a great opportunity.” 
Fresh Idea: In the midst of a conflict break the tension by using a saying like “Never wrestle with a pig, you both 
get dirty, and the pig likes it.” 
Funnies: and then there was the boxer whose tombstone read: “You can stop counting; I’m not getting up.” 
Did you know: Numbers---437: The estimated average number of questions a 4 year old asks in a day. Really? 
Trivia: What 70’s rocker had the trio of hit tunes ‘Get it Right The Next Time,’ ‘Baker Street,’ & ‘Right Down The 
Line’? (Ans: Gerry Rafferty) 
What is the Top Answer: (that a large selected group gave to this question- no right or wrong, just top answer) 
Name your favorite Clint Eastwood movie? (Ans: Dirty Harry) 
$10 word of the day: LOQUACIOUS—jabbering, over-talking, wordy, verbose. Ex: Winners tend to be ecstatically 
loquacious after their victory. 
Life Lesson (LL): No problem is ever solved by those who when they fail, look for someone to blame instead of 
something to do. 
Quote: “Everyone thinks of changing the world, but no one thinks of changing themselves. “ –Leo Tolstoy- 
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